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Background: Activating mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) are initially responsive to tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), but 
responses to TKIs is not permanent and drug resistance eventually happens for 
almost all patients. Subsequent studies found different resistance mechanisms, 
among which (EGFR) T790M mutation is the most important mechanism of TKI 
treatment failure. Using cell- free DNA (cfDNA) is a new way for diagnosing 
resistance mutations in EGFR. The aim of present study is to determine cfDNA-
identified recurrence mutation rate and their association with clinical outcome 
in lung Adenocarcinoma patients. 
Materials and Methods: Patients who were diagnosed with metastatic 
adenocarcinoma of the lung and acquired resistance to TKIs were enrolled. The 
incidence of T790M positivity, overall survival (OS) and median duration of 
TKI treatment before progression was calculated. Polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) and sequencing were used to identify the T790M mutation in cfDNA. 
Results: The incidence of T790M mutations was higher in men, younger cases 
(<59 years), in patients with L858R primary mutation and never smokers 
although they were not significantly different (P-values= 041, 0.316, 0.316 and 
0.158, respectively). There was significant longer OS in the Del19 subgroup than 
the L858R subgroup (p = 0.014). In multivariable analysis, significant longer OS 
was associated with younger age (<59 years) and primary EGFR mutation exon 
19 (P- values= 0.028 and 0.050, respectively). 
Conclusion: T790M mutations frequency may differ by ethnicity, genetic 
factors and EGFR primary mutations. Detecting T790M mutations in plasma is 
considered as an indicator of treatment with third generation EGFR-TKIs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Lung cancer is most leading cancer death worldwide (1). 

Development of molecularly targeted therapies has 

promising results in regard to lung cancer clinical 

outcomes. After epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 

– a strong oncogene active in non-small cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) - introduction, significant changes in clinical 

outcomes of NSCLC patients harboring such activated 

mutations of EGFR have occurred. Most important EGFR 

gene mutations occur in exons 18–21 (2). Thyrosin kinase  

inhibitors (TKIs) target the ATP-binding sites of the 

intracellular kinase domain of EGFR receptor and achive 

favorable primary clinical responses in  practice (3). 

Patients with mutant EGFR who were treated by TKIs had 
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higher response rates and longer progression-free survival 

(PFS) compared to patients receiving traditional treatments 

(4). Unfortunately, responses to TKIs are not permanent 

and drug resistance eventually happens for almost all 

patients. The major cause of such resistance in 30-60% of 

cases is EGFR c.2369C>T (T790M) mutation (5-7). The 

T790M mutation site is in a GC-rich region of exon 20 (7). A 

structural change in the ATP binding pocket of the EGFR 

protein is created after T790M mutation (8). In presence of 

such mutations, third-generation TKIs, such as osimertinib 

(AZD9291), rociletinib, HM61713/BI1482694, ASP8273, 

and EGF816, which target EGFR T790M, has been used 

(7,9,10). Other possible gene alterations that are associated 

with resistance to TKIs are co-alterations in MET or 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), phosphoinositol 

3-kinase (PI3K), Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathways and in 

cell cycle (11). 
Genetic alterations in tumor tissue after drug resistance 

is very challengeable in the availability of re-biopsy tissues 

in poor disease control patients, invasive nature of re-

biopsy and high tumor vascularity. In these situations, 

liquid biopsy such as cell-free plasma DNA (cfDNA) is 

appropriate alternative test following TKI treatment failure 

(12,13). In addition, cfDNA has been used for disease 

progression and treatment efficacy monitoring, as well (7). 

Lung cancer is the second main cause of death in Iran 

(1,14). Lung cancer incidence is relatively lower than other 

countries in Asia (15) or other parts of world (16). Exact 

data on the incidence of T790M or other recurrence 

mutations in Iranian patients are very scarce. 

In the present study, we detected the T790M or other 

recurrence mutations using cfDNA from Iranian patients 

who had developed resistance to TKIs. Also, we 

investigated the relationship between the recurrence 

mutations status in cfDNA and clinical characteristics and 

prognosis. Additionally, few previous studies have 

assessed whether there was a discrepancy in EGFR TKI 

resistance mechanisms and primary EGFR exon mutations 

which was also investigated in our study.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The present study was a retrospective, observational 

and single institute study. All experiments were performed 

in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. 

patients were considered eligible and enrolled in the 

present study if they met the following criteria: 1) the 

presence of histologically confirmed Adenocarcinoma, at 

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) (17) 

performance status (PS) 0-2 , stageIV (by AJCC, 8th 

edition) (18), 2) presence of primary  EGFR mutations at 

exons18-21 and TKIs treatment as first line therapy 

followed by progression during TKI treatment, 3) absence 

of de novo T790M mutation and finally, presence of 

clinically resistance to TKIs according to Jackman’s criteria 

(19). We collected data from clinical records as follows: age 

at diagnosis, sex, smoking status, histology, disease stage, 

EGFR mutation status at initial diagnosis. 

 

Sample collection 
151 patients diagnosed with Lung Adenocarcinoma 

and treated with Erlotinib, who had demonstrated 

radiological disease progression after TKIs treatment 

failure were tested for T790M or other new recurrence 

EGFR mutations and 29 patients had recurrence mutations. 

Blood samples were collected within 14 days after the 

development of TKI acquired resistance.  10 mL of 

peripheral blood was collected into a cfDNA protection 

vacuum tube (AmoyDx, Xiamen, Fujian, China) containing 

a cell-free DNA protection reagent that promotes DNA 

stability for 7 days at 4–25 °C. Blood samples were 

transported to Genome-Nilou laboratory within 24 h. For 

DNA extraction, the blood samples were centrifuged at 

2500×g for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was transferred 

to a new tube and centrifuged at 15,800×g for 15 min at 

4 °C. The supernatant (plasma) was stored at −80 °C. 

cfDNA from 1.5 mL plasma was extracted with a QIAamp 

Circulating Nucleic Acid kit according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). 

T790M or other recurrence mutational status was 

determined by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) followed 

by sequencing  
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Survival analysis 
PFS was defined as from date of registration in study to 

date of progression or death. Patients who were still alive 

at the time of analysis were censored. The mean ± standard 

deviation (SD) was calculated for continuous variables. All 

confidence intervals (CIs) for parameters to be estimated 

were constructed with a significance level of alpha=0.05 (a 

95% confidence level). Never smoker was defined as 

person who has smoked less than 100 cigarettes in his/her 

lifetime (20). The analysis was “intention to treat” and 

included all enrolled patients regardless of subsequent 

withdrawal from treatment or deviation from the protocol. 

All the statistical tests were two-sided and P -value of less 

than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. IBM SPSS 

statistical software version 19 for Windows (IBM, Armond, 

NY, USA) was used for data analysis.The χ2 test was used 

to analyze the relationships between the new recurrence 

EGFR mutation status in plasma extracted and several 

patient characteristics. The age at diagnosis was compared 

using the Student’s t-test. Kaplan-Meier curves were used 

to analyze PFS and the log-rank test was used for 

comparisons. IBM SPSS statistical software version 19 for 

Windows (IBM, Armond, NY, USA) was used for data 

analysis. 

 
RESULTS 

A total of 151 Adenocarcinoma patients who were 

treated with first generation of TIKs (Erlotinib) were 

assigned to test T790M or other recurrence mutations        

at time of disease progression. Among them, in 29 (19.2%) 

patients, recurrence mutations were documented      

(Figure 1). 

The mean age of study population in this study was 

58.9±1.1 (median=60, range 38-79 years). A total of 15 

patients (51.7%) were female, and rest of them (n=14, 

48.3%) were male. Most of patients (n=20, 69%) were never 

smoker (Table 1). Baseline patient and disease 

characteristics of patients for study are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Baseline Patient and Disease Characteristics of Patients for Study 
 
Age( Mean± SD a , Range)  (58.9±1.1, range:38-79) 

Sex Male: n=14(48.3%) 
Female: n=15(51.7%) 

Performance status b 1: n=10(34.5%) 
2: n=19(65.5%) 

Cigarette Smoking  Yes: n=9(31%) 
No: n=20(69%) 

Primary mutated Exon 
Exon 18: n=2(6.9%) 
Exon 19: n= 13(44.8%) 
Exon 21: n=14(48.3%) 

A: standard deviation; b: Performance status was considered as Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group. 
 
Recurrence mutations 

The majority of cases had T790M mutatios, the Figure 2 
shows the proportion of disease recurrence mutations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Study diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Proportion of disease recurrence mutations 
 

Survival outcome 
The  mean PFS (first progression from initial diagnosis 

to TKI treatment failure) was 7.4± 4.6 months (median=7 
months). Althogh the mean of PFS in paitents with T790M 
mutation at recurrence time was longer than cases 
harboring other recurrence mutations but statistically was 
not significant (7.8±0.91  vs. 5± 2.4 months, respectively, P-
value=0.257)   
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During the follow-up, among 29 patients with new 

recurrence EGFR mutation , 12 (41.4%) of them expired.  

The mean OS was 10.98± 1.6 months, overall. There was 

meaningful difference in mean OS times in exon 19 and 

L858R primary EGFR mutation subgroups (15.3±2.4 

vs.7.5±1.4 months, P-value=0.014).   

 The mean OS was  a little  longer in patients harboring 

T790M mutation than cases with other mutations but no 

statistically significant difference was observed (10.8±1.8 

vs. 9.9 months respectively, P-value=0.749). 

The incidence of T790M mutations in the cfDNA 

tended to be higher in men, younger cases (<59 years), in 

patients with L858R and never smokers although they 

were not significantly different (P-values= 041, 0.316, 0.316 

and 0.158, respectively).  Mutation at time of disease 

recurrence and patients’ list is shown in Table 2.  

The relation between demographic characteristics 

(including: age, gender, primary mutant exon, recurrence 

mutation and smoking status) and OS was tested by uni 

and multivariate analysis (Table 3). 
 
Table2. Patients’ list related to T790M mutate status 
 
 Sex EGFR status at diagnosis Recurrence mutation Current status 
1 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Alive 
2 M Exon19 deletion T790M Dead 
3 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
4 F Exon21 (L858R) T790M Alive 
5 F L858R T790M Alive 
6 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
7 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
8 M L858R T790M Alive 
9 M Exon18 mutation  T790M Alive 
10 M Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
11 M Exon21 (L858R) Exon 20 insertion(Met766-Cys775) Alive 
12 F Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
13 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Alive 
14 F Exon19 deletion S768I Alive 
15 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
16 M Exon18 mutation T790M Alive 
17 M Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
18 F Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
19 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Alive 
20 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
21 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
22 F Exon19 deletion R766C Dead 
23 F Exon19 deletion T790M Alive 
24 F Exon19 deletion D761Y Dead 
25 F Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
26 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
27 F Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
28 M Exon19 deletion T790M Dead 
29 M Exon21 (L858R) T790M Dead 
 
Table 3. Association between demographic characteristics and OS 
 
 Univariate analysis P-value Multivariate analysis P-value  N (%) OR a CI b(95%) OR CI (95%) 
Gender Male   8(61.5) 1 0.207-2.387 0.573 1 0.187-8.370 0.817 Female 5(38.5) 0.714 1.252 

Age (years) >59 5(38.5) 1 0.136-1.964 0.333 1 1.159-2.139 0.050* <59. 8(61.5) 0.517 0.159 

Primary exon mutation 19  6(46.1) 1 0.033-0.820 0.028* 1 0.004-0.703 0.026* 21 7(61.7) 0.165 0.055 

Smoking status Non-smoker 10 (77) 1 0.575-9.435 0.237 1 0.340-79.321 0.237 Smoker  3(23) 2.228 5.189 

Recurrence mutation T790M 11(84.6) 1 0172-11.472 0.450 1 0.025-17.451 0.803 Other mutations 2(15.4) 1.406 0.660 
A: Odds ratio, b: CI: confidence interval. 
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DISCUSSION 
As we know, the exact incidence of recurrence EGFR 

mutations in Iranian population is not known. This study 

is an attempt to find the frequency of most common 

resistance mutation (T790M) in Iranian patients. The rate of 

T790M mutation in present study was mostly near to other 

Asian countries. Also, we showed that the T790M 

mutation, which causes resistance to EGFR-TKIs, could be 

detected in cfDNA after TKI resistance. Interestingly, in 

our study 5 uncommon recurrence mutations were 

observed. Age at diagnosis and primary mutated EGFR 

exon were associated with OS.  

Replacement of threonine instead of methionine at 

amino acid position 790 (T790M) is responsible for nearly 

half of new second-point recurrence mutation in EGFR 

gene (21). In addition to acquired T790M mutation, other 

mechanisms such as MET (met proto-oncogene) 

amplification(22), activation of insulin-like growth factor I 

receptor (IGF1R)(23) or transformation to small cell lung 

cancer (SCLC) have been reported. The frequency of the 

concomitant T790M mutation in TKI-resistant samples was 

reported 30-60% (5,6,7,24,25). Two Japanese studies 

reported the incidence of T790M mutations in similar 

clinical setting to a rate of 34.4%–38% (26,27).  The 

proportion of T790M mutation in our study was near to 

Chen et al. (5) study. These frequency differences might be 

related to the ethnicity, difference in PCR steps, the 

method of mutation detection and the software which is 

used for analyzing the sequences, and also, the sequencer 

system. Also, Li et al. (28) hypothesized that selection 

pressure by EGFR TKIs may promote KRAS mutation and 

may cause the differences in the frequencies of T790M 

mutations across different studies. 

Several previous studies (29-33) have described the 

T790M positivity rate between Del19 and L858R mutations. 

In our study majority of T790M mutations were detected in 

patients with primary L858R mutations but as in other 

mentioned studies, this difference wasn't statistically 

significant.   

 Acquired mutations after TKI treatment failure other 

than T790M, were T854A, D761Y and L747S, are not 

common (25,34-36). Interestingly, in our study 5 

uncommon recurrence mutations were observed.  

 Mean OS in our patients was shorter than other studies 

such as Zhang et al. (37). It may be due this fact that none 

of our patients with T790M mutation has been treated with 

third generation EGFR-TKIs. In this study, OS of the Del19 

group tended to be longer than those of L858R group, 

which is compatible with previous studies. (38-40) 

 In our study as Ke et al. observed, patients harboring 

T790M mutation had longer OS before progression, 

comparing with patients with other recurrence mutations. 

It may indicate that resistance acquired through the T790M 

mutation might follow a more indolent course than clinical 

disease progression without the mutation (24). 

 Shorter OS in older patients in our series was in 

accordance to other studies (41, 42). In contrast, Wu et al. 

(43) showed poorer efficacy of EGFR-TKI treatment in 

younger patients (<50 years).  

We do not have any information regarding alternative 

mechanisms of resistance to EGFR-TKI therapy, such as 

MET and EGFR amplification, small cell carcinoma 

transformation, and PIK3CA mutation and it was the most 

important limitations of the present study. 

   

CONCLUSION 
The cfDNA assay is a useful way for detecting T790M 

mutations in plasma, as an indicator for using third 

generation EGFR-TKIs. Also, T790M mutations frequency 

may differ by ethnicity, genetic factors and EGFR 

sensitizing mutations. 
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